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Case Background
David and Ann Doyle, new clients, have requested that a CFP® professional assist
them in evaluating and planning the family’s financial future.
David is married to Ann, and they are both aged 50. The couple have two children,
Conor and Simon, aged 22 and 13 respectively.
David is employed by Masonary Ltd, from which he is currently drawing a salary
of €80,000 per annum. Ann is self employed, with yearly earnings €35,000 per
annum from her company, Life Design, of which David is also a director. David
has a residential investment property in Dublin, while Ann owns a residential
investment property in Leeds.
Ann’s father, Frank has just entered long term nursing home care. Frank is 70
years of age.

His nursing home costs will come in at €26,000 per annum and he

will be supported by Ann and David once his savings of €100,000 are exhausted.
Conor and Simon are in fulltime education. Conor is going into his final year in
college. The associated costs of supporting Conor are estimated at €9,000 per
annum. None of these costs are tuition-related. Simon is expected to go to college
when he reaches 18 years of age.
The couple have a low risk tolerance.
Personal Information
Name:

David

Ann

Age:

50

50

Marital Status:

Married

Married

Health:

Good

Good

Occupation

Employed by Masonary Ltd

Company

director

and

shareholder – Life Designs
Dependents

1.

Conor, 22– is financially dependent on his parents (college
fees)

2.

Simon, 13 – is financially dependent on his parents

3.

Frank, 70 – is financially dependent on David and Ann for any
ancillary nursing home costs beyond his resources
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Client Objectives
1.

The clients, David and Ann, plan to retire fully at age 65. They estimate
that in retirement they will require an income of €40,000 net in today’s
values. This requirement will increase with inflation over the next 15 years.

2.

David and Ann wish to create an education fund to provide Simon’s 3rd level
education.

3.

David and Ann wish to create a fund to provide for the long-term care of
Ann’s father .

4.

Upon their deaths, David and Ann wish to bequeath €800,000 between the
two children.

Economic & Tax Environment
Currently, the domestic economic environment remains challenging. Inflation and
interest rates are currently low and are expected to remain low for the foreseeable
future.
You should assume that tax rates have remained unchanged on the 2018
treatments. No changes to tax rates are expected in future years.
David and Ann have asked that your advice regarding their own retirement
objectives be framed ignoring Social Welfare entitlements. They prefer that their
financial plans are based solely on the use of their own resources.
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Financial Information


David is employed by Masonary Ltd, a building materials company. The
company has been heavily impacted by the downturn in the economy.
He currently earns a salary of €80,000 per annum



David has shares with current market value of €80,000, which, if
disposed of now would result in a capital loss of €30,000.



David has a personal pension fund of €80,000 but has not contributed
to the fund in several years.



Ann, currently on a salary of €35,000 per annum, has a personal
pension worth €50,000 (she made no contribution in the previous 12
months). Ann is a director of the company, Life Designs, and is a 50%
shareholder with her sister. Ann intends leaving the business on
retirement and expects to wind the company down at that point. There
is currently €200,000 of cash on the company balance sheet with no
other substantial assets. Ann expects the company will be hold at least
this amount of cash by the time she retires. The value of her business
interest is €100,000.



David and Ann have a joint deposit account of €100,000, earning 3%
gross.



David has life cover of €300,000, the detail of which is below.



David and Ann’s domestic residence is valued at €600,000 and is debt
free.



Ann’s father, Frank, whose only means of income is from his Social
Welfare pension and his savings of €100,000. He may need David and
Ann’s financial support. He has a normal life expectancy.



David and Ann intend selling the investment property assets at
retirement as they would prefer not to have the trouble of managing
the properties.



College fees for the engineering degree for Conor are €9,000 per
annum but are expected to rise with inflation. Simon also wants to be
an engineer.
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Property Portfolio Detail – All Figures in € Euro
Owner

Location

Est Value

Loan Details

Annual

as at

Lease

Income

31/12/18
Residential

David

Property

Dublin

€250,000

Apartment

-

purchased

in

€150,000 – term
remaining
years

–

only; variable rate

of €250,000

is 5%; principal to
repaid

1 years
into

interest

2001 at a cost

be

€15,000

15

a

7-year
lease

at

maturity
Residential

Ann

Property

Leeds

€300,000

Residential

€250,000 – term
remaining

€14,000

15

2

year

into

property

–

years –

interest

3-year

purchased

variable

lease

in

only

-

2003 at a cost

rate

is

of €250,000

principal

a

4.6%;
to

be

repaid at maturity

Life Insurance Detail
Life Insured

Owner

Beneficiary

Sum

Premium p.a.

Policy Type

David

David

Ann

€300,000

€2,000 p.a.

Whole of Life

Cash Flow
David and Ann have presented some basic cash-flow details to you:


Current lifestyle/living expenses are €3,500 per month.

This is

exclusive of life insurance costs.


By retirement, David and Ann expect their net annual retirement
expenditure to be €40,000 per annum in today’s values. This
requirement will increase with inflation over the next 15 years.
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Long Term Asset Returns/Inflation/Interest Rates
Long Term Asset Returns
Yield

Capital
Growth

Cash

1%

0%

Property

2%

Bonds
Equities

2%

1%

1.5%

7%

Inflation
Long term inflation expectation

2%

Interest Rates
ECB Interest Expected To Remain At Current Levels

REQUIRED:
Using the Certified Financial Planner 6-step process, analyse David and Ann’s
situation and make appropriate recommendations. Your answer should take the
form of a ‘Summary Financial Plan’ which should include:
1.

A reflection of the clients' Current Position, including a Statement of Net
Worth; an estimation of Income Tax; and a Statement of Current CashFlow;

2.

An evaluation of David and Ann’s stated objectives with a view to:
a.

identifying the

relevant

issues

associated

with meeting those

objectives
b.

setting out your recommended solutions, including impact on cashflows ( if necessary, conduct a trade off analysis)

c.

identifying relevant risks, and making suitable recommendations to
mitigate those risks

Candidates should clearly state any assumptions made but should not
apply assumptions that will materially alter the nature of this case.
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Case Study 2
Paul and Linda Kelly
CFP® Examination Paper
(Revised August 2019)
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Case Background
Paul and Linda Kelly, new clients, have requested that a CFP® professional assist
them in evaluating and planning the family’s financial future.
Paul is married to Linda, and they are both aged 40. The couple have two
children, Aoife and Aidan, aged 18 and 10, respectively.
Paul owns his own company, Raglan Communications, from which he is currently
drawing a salary of €100,000 per annum. Linda cares for the children and Paul’s
mother, and also works part time on an annual salary of €12,000. Paul also
owns two investment properties in London and Dublin which provide additional
income to the family.
Paul’s 67 year old mother, Mary, has fallen ill after the death of her husband and
requires long term nursing home care. Her nursing home costs will come in at
€30,000 per annum and she will be entering the care in the coming weeks. Paul
recently sold his mother’s home, on her behalf, for net proceeds of €150,000
(after all costs and redeeming any outstanding loans).
During 2016, Paul received an inheritance from his late father of €100,000 which
was placed on deposit in January 2017. The amount was net of CTA. During
2017, the deposit attracted a nominal deposit interest rate of 3%p.a. Interest is
to be credited to the account at 31 December 2017.
Aoife and Aidan are in fulltime education. Aoife has just started college on a
four year course, with fees of €8,000 per annum. Aidan is expected to go to
college when he reaches 18 years of age.
The couple have a low risk tolerance.
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Personal Information
Name:
Age:
Marital Status:
Health:
Occupation

Paul
40
Married
Good
Company Director & Shareholder

Dependents

Linda
40
Married
Good
Housewife; also works
part-time

1.

Aoife, 18 – is financially dependent on her parents (college
fees)

2.

Aidan, 10 – is financially dependent on his parents

3.

Mary, 67 – is financially dependent on Paul for any ancillary
nursing home costs beyond her resources

Client Objectives
1.

The clients, Paul and Linda, plan to retire fully at age 60. They estimate
that in retirement they will require an income of €50,000 net in today’s
values. This requirement will increase with inflation over the next 20
years.

2.

Paul and Linda wish to create an education fund to provide for their
children’s 3rd level education.

3.

Paul and Linda wish to create a fund to provide for the long-term care of
Paul’s mother.

4.

Upon their deaths, Paul and Linda wish to bequeath €1 million between
the two children.

Economic & Tax Environment
Currently, the economy is challenging, but the technology sector continues to
grow. Inflation and interest rates are currently low and are expected to remain
low for the foreseeable future.
You should assume that tax rates have remained unchanged on the 2018
treatments. No changes to tax rates are expected in future years.
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Paul and Linda have asked that your advice on their retirement plans be framed
ignoring Social Welfare entitlements. They prefer that their financial plans are
based solely on the use of their own resources.

Financial Information


Paul is the sole (100%) shareholder in Raglan Communications.
Raglan Communications has been independently valued at €200,000.
He currently earns a salary of €100,000 per annum from Raglan as a
director. He conservatively expects the company to be valued at
€1.0 million (after tax) when he retires. He intends selling the
company at aged 60.



Paul has shares with current market value of €50,000, which, if
disposed of now would result in a capital loss of €20,000.



Paul has a personal pension fund of €50,000 but has not contributed
to the fund in several years.



Linda, currently on a salary of €12,000 per annum, has no pension.
She has €50,000 in a deposit account with an interest rate of 3%
gross. The money has been on deposit for the past year, and interest
for 2016 has to be added to the valuation.



Paul has life cover of €300,000, the detail of which is below.



Paul and Linda’s domestic residence is valued at €500,000 and is
debt free.



Paul’s inheritance of €100,000 is in a deposit account with an interest
rate of 3% gross.



Mary’s (Paul’s mother) only means of income is from her Social
Welfare pension and the proceeds from the sale of her house,
€150,000. She may need Paul’s financial support. Despite her
illness, she has a normal life expectancy.



Paul and Linda intend selling the investment property assets at
retirement as they would prefer not to have the hassle of managing
the properties.
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Property Portfolio Detail – All Figures in € Euro
Owner

Location

Residential
Property

Paul

Dublin
Apartment purchased in
2005 at a cost
of €250,000

Residential
Property

Paul

London
Apartment –
purchased in
2008 at a cost
of €325,000

Est Value
as at
31/12/18
€150,000

€300,000

Loan Details

Annual
Income

Lease

€200,000 – term
remaining 20
years – interest
only; variable rate
is 4.1%; principal
to be repaid at
maturity
€350,000 – term
remaining 20
years – interest
only - variable
rate is 4.6%;
principal to be
repaid at maturity

€17,000

2 years
into a
5-year
lease

€20,000

1 year
into a
3-year
lease

Life Insurance Detail
Life
Insured

Owner

Beneficiary

Sum

Premium p.a.

Policy Type

Paul

Paul

Linda

€300,000

€1,000 p.a.

Whole of Life

Cash Flow
Paul and Linda have presented some basic cash-flow details to you:

Current lifestyle/living expenses are €3,500 per month. This is
exclusive of life insurance costs. Current college fees are €8,000 per
annum for Aoife but are expected to rise with inflation.


By retirement, Paul and Linda expect their net annual retirement
expenditure to be €50,000 per annum in today’s values. This
requirement will increase with inflation over the next 20 years.
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Long Term Asset Returns/Inflation/Interest Rates
Long Term Asset Returns
Yield
Cash
Property
Bonds
Equities

Capital
Growth

1%
2%
1.5%

Inflation
Long term inflation expectation

0%
2%
1%
7%

2%

Interest Rates
ECB Interest Expected To Remain At Current Levels
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REQUIRED:
Using the Certified Financial Planner 6-step process, analyse Paul and Linda’s
situation and make appropriate recommendations. Your answer should take the
form of a ‘Summary Financial Plan’ which should include:
1.

A reflection of the clients' Current Position, including a Statement of Net
Worth; an estimation of Income Tax; and a Statement of Current CashFlow;

2.

An evaluation of Paul and Linda’s stated objectives with a view to:
a.

identifying the

relevant

issues

associated

with meeting those

objectives
b.

setting out your recommended solutions, including impact on cashflows ( if necessary, conduct a trade off analysis)

c.

identifying relevant risks, and making suitable recommendations to
mitigate those risks

Candidates should clearly state any assumptions made but should not
apply assumptions that will materially alter the nature of this case.
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Case Study 3
Brian Jones
Investment Case
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Case Notes
Brian Jones recently won €2,750,000 in the Lotto. He immediately resigned from
work, and plans on living off the proceeds of his Lotto win. Brian is age 40, married
with three young children (ages 14, 12 and 10).
Brian estimates that he and his wife will need €80,000 net in present value to live
comfortably. Inflation is expected to be 3% annually, and they expect their income
requirements to be inflation-proof. Brian’s estimated effective income tax rate on
all income to be taken from his portfolio is 28%.
You have met Brian and his wife on a number of occasions, and invested heavily
in educating them so that they understand the investment process. Brian has
indicated to you that he expects the capital value of his investment to be preserved
so that it can pass to his children upon the death of himself and his wife.
Brian has a desire to travel, and requires €50,000 to be set aside for travel
purposes. He and his wife will also upgrade their home, and plan on spending
€50,000 for this purpose.
Brian is willing to assume some risk to obtain his objectives, although he is a
cautious person by nature. Your Risk Profiler indicated that Brian is prepared to
accept a downside risk of -10%.
The current rate of cash is 1.5%

Requirements:
A. Comment on Brian’s Investment Plan under the following headings:
 Return Objectives
 Risk Tolerance
 Time Horizon
 Liquidity
B. Based on the information presented in the case and your observations
under A, select and justify one of the following portfolios for Brian Jones.
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Cash
Corporate Bonds
Government Bonds
Large- Cap Euro stocks
Small Cap Euro Stocks
International Stocks (Dev. Mkts)
International Stocks (Emerg. Mkts)
Property
Private Equity
Portfolio Standard Deviation
Nominal Expected Return
Current Yields
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Portfolio Portfolio Portfolio Portfolio
A
B
C
D
0.00%
10.00%
15.00%
20.00%
10.00%
30.00%
20.00%
50.00%
0.00%
0.00%
10.00%
20.00%
50.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
10.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
5.00%
5.00%
5.00%
0.00%
5.00%
5.00%
5.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
5.00%
0.00%
20.00%
0.00%
10.00%
0.00%
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
17.60%
8.50%
11.30%
4.80%
12.00%
9.00%
7.00%
5.00%
1.50%
2.50%
4.00%
4.50%
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Case Study 4
James and Maura Shannon

CFP® Examination Paper
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Section A- Pre Retirement
Case Background
James and Maura Shannon, new clients, have requested that a CFP® professional
assists them in evaluating and planning the family’s financial future.
James is married to Maura, and they are both aged 53. They have two children,
Nathan, aged 22 and Caoimhe aged 25.
James works as a consultant engineer with Mainstream Media. He is currently
drawing a salary of €80,000 per annum from the company. Maura works full time
with a US multinational based in Ireland, on an annual salary of €100,000.
Maura’s mother, Brid, aged 78 was admitted to a nursing home at the start of
2017 following the death of her husband. The nursing home costs €30,000 per
annum. Maura’s father left an inheritance to her to support Brid in the long term.
Brid’s health has deteriorated over the past 12 months.
Apart from the family home, the couple own a residential investment property in
Spain.

Nathan and Caoimhe left college in the past two years, are both working and
independent from their parents.

Personal Information
Name:

James

Maura

Age:

53

53

Marital Status:

Married

Married

Health:

Good

Good

Occupation

Full time Employee, earns €80,000 per

Full time employee, earns

annum

€100,000 per year

Dependents

Brid, aged 78, is dependent on James and Maura for her nursing
home costs
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Client Objectives
1.

The clients, James and Maura, plan to fully retire at aged 65, in 12 years
time. They estimate that in retirement they will require a combined net
income of €60,000 in today’s values.

2.

The clients need to provide the finance for the long term nursing home care
for Maura’s mother and require advice on how to best utilise the recent
inheritance from Maura’s father.

3.

James and Maura would like to be debt free when they retire.

4.

James and Maura would like to ensure that their finances are properly
structured so that in the event of death or illness, the family’s lifestyle will
not be affected.

Tax Environment
You should assume that tax rates have remained unchanged on the 2018 Finance
Act treatments. No changes to tax rates are expected in future years.
James and Maura have asked that your advice be framed ignoring Social Welfare
their entitlements in retirement. They prefer that their financial plans are based
solely on the use of their own resources. Brid is currently in receipt of social
welfare payments, which are detailed below.
You may assume that the appropriate rate for PRSI and all levies, excluding
income tax, as a percentage of total income is 9%.
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Financial Information


James is a senior manager in Mainstream Media, earning a salary of
€80,000 per annum.



James has a personal pension fund of €250,000 but has not
contributed to the fund in several years. In addition, he also has
€25,000 in a deposit account earning 2% APR gross.



Maura currently has a salary of €100,000, and has a personal pension
fund worth €200,000. In addition, she also has €30,000 in a deposit
account earning 2% APR gross.



Separately, Maura inherited €100,000 in a managed fund portfolio and
€100,000 in a deposit account from her father at the beginning of
2016. The inheritance is net of all taxes. James and Maura specifically
require guidance on how best to utilise the deposit account funds from
the inheritance within their financial plan.



Brid’s nursing home costs run at €30,000 per annum. She has a normal
life expectancy. She is in receipt of a €12,000 a year state pension.
The balance of her support is borne by James and Maura.



James and Maura’s principal dwelling house (PDH) is valued at
€600,000 and has a mortgage outstanding of €400,000. The term
remaining on the mortgage is 12 years.



Mortgage protection, to cover the mortgage on their PDH, costs James
and Maura €2,500 per annum.



James and Maura intend selling the residential investment property
asset in Spain (detailed below) at retirement. Currently, in addition to
the rental income, the family have use of the property for a number of
weeks in the year for personal use.
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Property Portfolio Detail – All Figures in € Euro
Owner

Location

Estimated

Loan Details

Value as at

Annual

Lease

Income

31/12/18
Principal

James

Dublin House-

Dwelling

&

purchased

€600,000

House (PDH)

Maura

2004 at a cost

remaining

of €800,000

years – capital &

in

€400,000

loan

balance–

term

0

0

€12,000

3-year

12

interest; variable
rate is 5%
Residential

James

Spain

Investment

&

Apartment

–

€200,000

€160,000

balance – term

loan

Property

Maura

purchased

in

remaining

lease

10

2007 at a cost

years – capital &

of €250,000

interest; variable
rate is 5%

Cashflow
James and Maura have presented some basic cash-flow details to you:


Current lifestyle expenses are €37,000 per annum excluding loan
repayments and mortgage protection premiums.



Brid’s nursing home costs are €30,000 per annum
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Long Term Asset Returns/Inflation/Interest Rates

Cash

Gross

Capital

Yield

Growth

2%

Long Term Managed Fund

0%
4.5%

Property

2%

Long term inflation expectation

2%

Interest Rates
ECB Interest Rates expected to remain at current levels
Exchange Rates
All figures are euro based
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Section A
QUESTIONS – Pre Retirement Analysis:
Using the Certified Financial Planner 6-step process, analyse James and Maura’s
situation and make appropriate recommendations. Your answer should take the
form of a ‘Summary Financial Plan’ which should include:
1.

A reflection of the clients' Current Position, including a Statement of Net
Worth; an estimation of Income Tax; and a Statement of Current CashFlow;

2.

(30 Marks)

An evaluation of James and Maura’s stated objectives with a view to:
a.

identifying the

relevant

issues

associated

with meeting those

objectives;
b.

setting out your recommended solutions, including the impact on cashflows and pension funding requirements of investing at differing return
and risk options;

c.

identifying relevant risks, and making suitable recommendations to
mitigate against those risks;
(55 Marks)

Candidates should clearly state any assumptions made but should not
apply assumptions that will materially alter the nature of this case.
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Section B – Post Retirement
(Use solely the information provided below in constructing an
answer in this section)
Updated Financial Information
12 years later, James and Maura’s net worth statement shows €2,200,000 in
investable assets, which are currently held on deposit. The family recently
received a sizable inheritance from James parents, boosting retirement assets.
The couple are now debt free and have no other assets. They have a desire to
maintain the capital value of their investable assets in retirement, and pass it on
to their children upon their death.
James and Maura now require a net income of €55,000 per annum having reduced
their overheads and living expenses.
James & Maura ask your advice on the best way to invest to provide for their goals
in retirement, excluding any social welfare entitlements for the couple.
The couple are educated in the investment process and aware of the risks of
investing for the long term. Specifically, the couple is prepared to accept a
downside risk of 10% in any one year of the investment plan.
Inflation is running at 2% per annum, and the couple’s effective tax rate is 31%.
Deposit rates are 2%.

SECTION B QUESTIONS – Post Retirement Analysis:
Construct a brief Investment Plan for the couple, based solely on the information
provided in the post retirement section, under the following headings:
i. Return Requirement
ii. Risk Tolerance
iii. Time Horizon
iv. Liquidity Needs
(8 marks)
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Investment Portfolio Options
Portfolio Allocation

A

B

C

D

Stocks

10.0%

30.0%

50.0%

80.0%

Bonds

75.0%

60.0%

45.0%

20.0%

Cash

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%

Return

4.0%

6.5%

7.0%

9.0%

Standard Deviation

5.0%

8%

12.0%

16.0%

Current yield

3.5%

3.0%

2.5%

2.0%

Expected

Annual

Select the asset allocation strategy, from the table above, which is most
appropriate for the Shannon’s based on the information provided, and justify the
selection with two supporting reasons.
(7 marks)
Candidates should clearly state any assumptions made but should not
apply assumptions that will materially alter the nature of this case.
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Case Study 5

CFP Examination Paper
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You are asked to meet with potential clients Aidan and Louise Gallagher. The
meeting takes place in early January 2019. All asset values given are as at
31/12/2018.
Aidan and Louise Gallagher, new clients, have requested that a CFP® professional
assist them in evaluating and planning the family’s financial future.
Aidan is married to Louise, and they are both aged 45.

The couple have two

children, Laura and Finn, aged 18 and 10, respectively.
Aidan owns his own company, Gallagher Medical Devices Limited, from which he
is currently drawing a salary of €120,000 per annum.

Louise cares for the

children, and also works part time with a local school, on an annual salary of
€10,000.

Aidan also owns an investment property in Dublin which provides

additional income to the family.

Laura and Finn are in fulltime education. Laura has just started college on a four
year course, with fees of €6,000 per annum. Finn is expected to go to college
when he reaches 18 years of age.
The couple have a low risk tolerance.

1. Personal Information
Name:

Aidan

Louise

Age:

45

45

Marital Status:

Married

Married

Health:

Good

Good

Occupation

Company Director & Shareholder

Housewife;

also

works

part-time
Dependents

1.

Laura, 18 – is financially dependent on her parents (college
fees)

2.
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Finn, 10 – is financially dependent on his parents
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2. Economic & Tax Environment
Currently, the economy is challenging, but the medical sector continues to grow.
Inflation and interest rates are currently low and are expected to remain low for
the foreseeable future.
No changes to tax rates are expected in future years.
Aidan and Louise have asked that your advice on their retirement plans be framed
ignoring Social Welfare entitlements. They prefer that their financial plans are
based solely on the use of their own resources.

3. Client Objectives
1. To both retire at age 60. A budgeting exercise has indicated that they will
require a net income of €50,000 in retirement. They have indicated to you
that they intend selling the property and business on retirement.
2.

Aidan and Louise wish to create an education fund to provide for their
children’s 3rd level education.

3.

To reduce the term on their mortgage by so that it is cleared by retirement.

4.

Aidan and Louise have indicated to you that they feel they have enough life
insurance in place, and do not wish you to consider this area as part of your
planning.
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4. Financial Information


Aidan is the sole (100%) shareholder in Gallagher Medical Devices.
The company was set up 5 years ago, and has been independently
valued at €250,000.

He currently earns a salary of €120,000 per

annum as a director. He conservatively expects the company to be
valued at €1.0 million (after tax) when he retires. He intends selling
the company at aged 60.


Aidan has shares with current market value of €100,000, which, if
disposed of now would result in a capital loss of €30,000.



Aidan has a personal pension fund of €60,000 but has not contributed
to the fund in several years.



Louise, currently on a salary of €10,000 per annum, has no pension.



Aidan has life cover of €800,000, the detail of which is below.



Aidan and Louise’s domestic residence is valued at €700,000 and has
an outstanding mortgage of 800,000. The mortgage is a capital and
interest loan, and the rate is currently 4.1%. The couple have been
advised that rate will increase to 4.5% from January 2016.



As at 31 December 2015, Aidan and Louise have a joint bank account
with a balance of €45,000 earning interest at an annual rate of 2.5%
gross. The balance is unchanged since January 2015, and interest for
the year-ended December 2015 is not included in the €45,000.



Aidan and Louise intend selling the investment property assets at
retirement as they would prefer not to have the hassle of managing
the properties.



Current lifestyle/living expenses are €3,500 per month.

This is

exclusive of life insurance costs. Current college fees are €6,000 per
annum for Laura but are expected to rise with inflation
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5. Property Portfolio Detail – All Figures in € Euro
Owner

Location

Est Value

Loan Details

Annual

as at

Lease

Income

31/12/18
Commercial

Aidan

Property

Dublin

€400,000

€200,000 – term

purchased in

remaining

2005

years

at

cost

a
of

–

€30,000

20

into a 5-

interest

year

only; variable rate

€650,000

2 years

lease

is 4.1%; principal
to

be

repaid

at

maturity
PPR

Joint

Purchased in

€700,000

2005

€800,000 – term
remaining
years –
and

18
capital

interest

variable

rate

is

4.1%;

6. Life Insurance Detail
Life Insured

Owner

Beneficiary

Sum

Premium p.a.

Policy Type

Aidan

Aidan

Louise

€800,000

€2,200 p.a.

Whole of Life

7. Long Term Asset Returns/Inflation/Interest Rates (preretirement)
Long Term Asset Returns
Yield

Capital
Growth

Cash

1%

Property

0%
2%

Bonds
Equities

2%

1%

1.5%

7%

Inflation
Long term inflation expectation

2%

Interest Rates
ECB Interest Expected To Remain At Current Levels
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Using the Certified Financial Planner 6-step process, analyse Aidan and Louise’s
situation and make appropriate recommendations. Your answer should take the
form of a ‘Summary Financial Plan’ which should include:

REQUIRED – Part A
1.

A reflection of the clients' Current Position, including a Statement of Net
Worth; an estimation of Income Tax; and a Statement of Current CashFlow;

REQUIRED – Part B
2.

An evaluation of Aidan and Louise’s stated objectives with a view to:
a.

identifying the

relevant

issues

associated

with meeting those

objectives
b.

setting out your recommended solutions, including impact on cashflows ( if necessary, conduct a trade off analysis)

c.

identifying relevant risks, and making suitable recommendations to
mitigate those risks

Candidates should clearly state any assumptions made but should not
apply assumptions that will materially alter the nature of this case.
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REQUIRED – Part C
You are now required to consider the Gallagher’s circumstances at retirement
(aged 65). Their Net Worth Statement now reads as follows:

Net Worth Statement at Retirement
ASSETS
Principal Residence
Cash - personal names
ARF - Cash
AMRF - Cash

600,000
1,300,000
780,000
240,000
-

Total Assets

2,920,000

Net Worth

2,920,000

LIABILITIES
Mortgage

Total Liabilities

-

Notes to Net Worth Statement:




The cash held in their personal names is the proceeds, after tax and
payment of loans, of the sale of their business and commercial property.
It also includes the 25% tax-free lump-sums from their respective pension
funds.
The ARF and AMRF funds are also being held in cash pending advice.

Client Objectives:





A recent budget exercise that the Gallagher’s completed for you indicates
that they will need a net annual income of €75,000 in retirement.
The Gallagher’s feel that they have sufficient wealth to be able to gift
€200,000 to each of their children (Laura and Finn).
In agreement with the clients, your calculations will be based on a time
horizon of 25 years.
Your risk questionnaire has identified that a worst-case nominal return of
minus 10% in any 12 month period would be tolerable for the clients.

You are required to provide the Gallagher’s with a suitable asset allocation strategy
to meet their stated objectives. You are not required to consider the
implementation of the strategy across assets held in personal names, Approved
Retirement Funds and AMRFs.
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Assume that the portfolios are tax-neutral. In all instances the net tax
take will be 30%.

The table below provides details of 5 asset allocation strategies; A,B,C,D and E.
You must choose the one you feel is most appropriate to the client’s needs and
circumstances.

Projected Expected
Total
Standard
Asset Class
Return Deviation
Cash
4.50%
2.50%
Corporate Bonds
6.00%
11.00%
Government Bonds
7.20%
10.80%
Large Cap Euro stocks
13.00%
17.00%
Small Cap Euro Stocks
15.00%
21.00%
International Stocks (US, Asia, Far-East) 15.00%
21.00%
Property
10.00%
15.00%
Private Equity
26.00%
64.00%
Long-term inflation
2.50%

Tax
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%

Portfolio
A
10.00%
0.00%
40.00%
20.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
0.00%
100.00%

Portfolio
B
20.00%
25.00%
0.00%
15.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
10.00%
100.00%

Portfolio
C
25.00%
0.00%
30.00%
35.00%
0.00%
0.00%
10.00%
0.00%
100.00%

Portfolio
D
5.00%
0.00%
0.00%
25.00%
15.00%
15.00%
25.00%
15.00%
100.00%

Portfolio
E
10.00%
0.00%
30.00%
5.00%
5.00%
10.00%
35.00%
5.00%
100.00%

9.9%
7.0%
4.5%
9.4%

11.0%
7.7%
5.2%
12.4%

8.8%
6.2%
3.7%
8.5%

14.4%
10.1%
7.6%
18.1%

10.3%
7.2%
4.7%
10.1%

Summary Portfolio Data
Nominal Expected Total Return
Expected after-tax total return
Expected Real after-tax returns
Expected Standard Deviation

Please explain your choice under the following headings:






Time Horizon
Risk Tolerance
Return Objective
Liquidity
Risk-adjusted Performance and Diversification Evaluation
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The following example of a 2017 CA1
Examination paper, with accompanying
sample solution, has been included to
provide students with some guidance as to
the nature and content of the CA1 Exam
paper. The solution has been constructed
with reference to the legislation applying at
that time.

Sample CA 1
Examination
paper
John and
Helen Brown
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Estimated time required to complete this paper is 2 hours
The meeting with the client takes place on 1 January 2019.
All asset valuations are as at 31/12/2018, unless otherwise stated.

Background
John Brown, a new client, has requested that a CFP® professional assist him in
evaluating and planning his and his family’s financial future. John is married to
Helen; they have two children and he is an employee of ABC Bank. He has worked
for ABC Bank for the past 15 years. He has a concern that his business unit, a
specialist lending unit, may be axed in the coming year or so.
John inherited €500,000 in cash from the estate of his late brother on 1 December
2018. The cash has been on deposit in joint names (he and his wife) with ABC
bank since. The interest rate applying to the account is 2.4% p.a. nominal and
interest for 2018 has been added to the account. Capital Acquisition Tax is still to
be paid.
John and Helen intend that their son Daniel should attend university. The
associated costs of supporting Daniel in college are estimated at €12,000 per
annum. None of these costs are tuition-related. Daniel is expected to go to
college when he reaches 18 years of age. He will be in college for 6 years.
The couple have a low risk tolerance.
Relevant Personal Information
Name:

John Brown

Helen Brown

Age:

45

45

Health

Good

Good

Occupation:

Bank Official

Accounts clerk with a local manufacturing company
which makes plastic bags for the food sector.

Marital Status:

Married

Married

Children:
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Client Objectives
1.

John and Helen wish to create an education fund to provide for Daniel’s 3rd
level education. The fund will be invested in cash deposits.

2.

To retire when John and Helen are age 65, on a joint net income of €50,000
in present value terms. This requirement is to be indexed to the rate of
inflation. The clients have agreed that the analysis should be based on their
surviving to age 100.

3.

To reduce the term on their mortgage by 5 years so that the loan is cleared
by the time that John and Helen retire.

4.

John and Helen would like to ensure that their finances are properly
structured so that in the event of death, the family’s lifestyle will not be
affected. In the event of the death of either partner, they agree that lifestyle
expenses will be reduced by €1,000 per month. Each has sufficient income
protection in place through their respective employers.

The clients have agreed that it would be prudent to have an annual cash-flow
surplus of circa €1,800.

Tax Environment
You should assume that tax rates have remained unchanged on the 2018 Finance
Act treatments. No changes to tax rates are expected in future years.
John and Helen have asked that your advice be framed ignoring Social Welfare
their entitlements in retirement. They prefer that their financial plans are based
solely on the use of their own resources.
You may assume that the appropriate rate for PRSI and all levies, excluding
income tax, as a percentage of total income is 9%.
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Financial Information
Owner

Location

Estimated

Loan Details

Annual

Value as at

Lease

Income

31/12/18
Principal

John

Dublin

€749,000

loan

Dwelling

and

House-

€800,000

balance–

term

House (PDH)

Helen

purchased in

remaining 25 years

Jan 2006 at a

–

cost

interest;

of

€1.0m.

capital

0

0

€3,000

3-year

&

variable

rate is 3.6%

Residential

John

Spain

Investment

and

Apartment –

€150,000

Property

Helen

purchased in

lease

The house was
inherited

Jan 2005 at a
cost

Nil.

Helen’s

of

from
mother

some years ago.

€200,000

All

inheritance

taxes have been
paid

 Helen’s salary is €35,000 per annum.
 John’s salary is €100,000 per annum.


In addition to loan repayments, current monthly lifestyle spending is
estimated at €4,000.


John is a member of his employer’s defined contribution pension
scheme. There is a death-in-service policy attaching to the scheme that
would pay out 2 times salary in the event of death. John’s employer
contributes 5% of salary and John does not currently contribute
anything. John has been a member of the pension scheme for more
than 10 years.

The value of the fund at 31/12/2016 was €135,000.

Normal retirement age is 65.


Helen is also a member of her employer’s defined contribution pension
scheme, which is a defined contribution scheme.

Death-in-service

amounts to one times annual salary. Helen’s employer contributes 10%
of salary and Helen does not currently contribute anything. Helen has
been a member of the pension scheme for 10 years. The value of the
fund at 31/12/2016 was €32,430.


The

outstanding

Capital

Acquisition

Tax

immediately.
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Liability

will

be

paid



Mortgage Protection policy costs €2,500 per annum

Long-Term returns:

Inflation

2%

Long-term Cash

2%

Property Growth

2%

Rent Yield 4%

Mixed Portfolio of assets
Pre-retirement

5%

Post-Retirement

4%

Other Assumptions to use:




Retirement Analysis
o

Effective Tax rate post retirement will be 15%

o

Salary growth is estimated at the rate of inflation

Insurance Analysis
o

SW Widow’s / Widower’s pension is €10,069

o

Effective Tax Rate to be 25% in both instances

o

In calculating any sum of life insurance, you are to use an
investment rate of return of 2.5%, with an investment tax rate of
40%.

Tax on investments other than deposits = 40%.
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You are required to:

Using the case notes and the following three tables: (1) Net Worth Statement,
(2) Income Tax Calculation 2017 and (3) Cash Flow projection 2017; evaluate
John and Helen’s stated objectives, identifying the relevant issues and where
possible, any solutions, including impact on cash-flow. If necessary, conduct a
trade-off analysis on the solutions identified for each objective.
Your answer should clearly:


Set out your supporting analysis for each recommendation



Set out your justification for your recommendation



Deal with the following hierarchy of considerations
o

Wealth Preservation

o

Identification and removal of inefficiencies

o

Wealth Accumulation

Marking Scheme:
Presentation

15%

Analysis

35%

Recommendation and Justification

50%
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Net Worth Statement as at 31/12/2018
Assets
PDH
Spain Apartment
Deposit
Deposit Interest
Pension (John)
Pension (Helen)

€'s
Liabilities
800,000 PDH Mortgage
150,000
500,000 CAT Liability
450
135,000
32,430
1,617,880

Net Worth

713,829
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155,051

904,051

Capital Acquisitions Tax
Inheritance
Threshold
Taxable Amount
Tax @
Net inheritance

€'s
749,000

500,000
30,150
469,850
155,051
344,950
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Estimated Tax Liability for 2019
Schedule E
Income - Helen
Income - John

€'s
35,000
100,000

Case III - Rent
Case IV - Bank Interest
Total Income

3,000
8,278 (344,949 *2.4%)
146,278

DIRT
Next
Balance

8,278 @
67,600 @
70,400 @

41%
20%
40%

3,394
13,520
28,160
45,074

Credits
Married Allowance
PAYE

3,300
3,300

Income Tax Liability
PRSI & Levies @9%

38,474
13,165

Total tax, PRSI & levies
Effective Tax Rate

51,639
35.3%
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Estimated Cash Flow Position 2019
Salary - John
Salary - Helen
Rent - Spain
Deposit Interest
Childrens Allowance

100,000
35,000
3,000
8,278
1,680

Total Income

147,958

Expenses
Tax
Mortgage - PDH
Mortgage Protection
Lifestyle Expenses
Total expenses

51,639
45,479
2,500
48,000
147,618

Cash Flow Surplus / (Defecit)

340

Mortgage Repayments:
N = 25 * 12
I = 3.6/12
PV = 749,000
FV = 0
PMT = 3,789 * 12 = 45,479
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